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THE FORUM

The Forum will be a new section in the Polygram to begin in the next issue. Its purpose will be to furnish an open meeting place where everyone may have a chance to air his opinions. The Forum originated in Rome and was a court in which any person could bring his opinions or troubles before the people. Charges could be made by the very lowest peasant and the Articles of the forum were open to any person in Poly, its faculty, students, and Alumni. If there is anything in the Polygram that you don't like or want to see improved, there is the place for it. The only things asked are that the article be written intelligently and directly to the point and that it be signed with your own name. It is the place where everyone puts forth his ideas published. The chance to express yourself in this is a real opportunity too.

If you have an idea that has been growing in your mind for some time and you have felt a little backward about turning it in, it is just your chance to publish it. Don't put it off or think it is too simple. Write it up and give everyone a chance to see it. If you see some other article in the Polygram that you do not agree with, or its writer's opinion of the matter, you have a chance to answer and state your side of the case. The essayists are asked are that the essay be written or typed in the large print type, and signed with your own name. It is not necessary to write more than fifty words.

This forum staff will censor none of the articles. Of course contributions of the forum must be of such value that the faculty adviser will not disapprove them. But the principle is that the forum is open to the contributions of the staff itself. This forum will try to give every person in school an opportunity to express himself on any subject, without being asked anything even remotely concerning us. This will be a very good opportunity for the students to write for their paper and will also save the Polygram from publishing articles outside the regular channels. This forum will also give an additional section to the Polygram and will also give an additional section to your ideas published. The chance to express yourself in this is a real opportunity too.

If there is anyone who does not think that the forum is your chance to answer and state your side of the case, then you should see any article in the Polygram, especially in the Forum, that you do not agree with or its writer's opinion of the matter. Let's get together on this and make it a chance for us to express ourselves on our ideas and has some of his questions or thoughts solved.

If you have an idea that has been growing in your mind for some time and you have felt a little backward about turning it in, it is just your chance to publish it. Don't put it off or think it is too simple. Write it up and give everyone a chance to see it. If you see some other article in the Polygram that you do not agree with, or its writer's opinion of the matter, you have a chance to answer and state your side of the case. The essayists are asked are that the essay be written or typed in the large print type, and signed with your own name. It is not necessary to write more than fifty words.

This forum staff will censor none of the articles. Of course contributions of the forum must be of such value that the faculty adviser will not disapprove them. But the principle is that the forum is open to the contributions of the staff itself. This forum will try to give every person in school an opportunity to express himself on any subject, without being asked anything even remotely concerning us. This will be a very good opportunity for the students to write for their paper and will also save the Polygram from publishing articles outside the regular channels. This forum will also give an additional section to the Polygram and will also give an additional section to your ideas published. The chance to express yourself in this is a real opportunity too.

The Poly baseball team took a trip over to Arroyo Grande Tuesday and crossed huts with the high school team for a little practice. The game ended 4-1 to Arroyo Grande's favor. Because of a lack of time only number one inning game was played, Arroyo Grande hit more singles, four more runs in the first inning. Our batters managed to score four runs in the remaining innings.

On Saturday we were made members in the Dormitory. His name is "Fair Play". We seem to know him a bit about other people's business.

Don said that if one member of a family was going to be a farmer the family was going to be a farmer too. That is why he spent so much time on his project.

A fellow sure can get a good education at "Poly". Real. Reed Reynolds are now working for the State.

Baseball Captain Elected

Last week Ivan Reynolds was elected captain of Polytechnic's baseball team. He will be on the mound for Poly this year. He is the best baseball player Poly has. It is hoped that he will be as successful in leading the Green and Orange to victory this season as his playing has been with Poly in the past.
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CHANCE OF SNOW

EDMUND SULLIVAN

C. M. C. Truck

In the movie?*

"Sure, I'll al up the taste right.

I have found a girl who is dumber

than any other boy in school, after

Boo and Barney and Freddy and

Albert are gone.

Bobby and Barnes and Freddy and

Charlotte: If you do, I'll al up you.

Mr. Rath bone I "Let's" get back to

Mr. Agosti: "How would you tell

Mr. Agosti: "How would you tell

Mr. Agosti: "How would you tell

Jackass, what would that be?"

Mr. Rath: "I don't know, but I don't like to do it."
Triangular Track Meet
The Green and Orange track team were to meet the San Luis and Paso Robles High Schools. It was a close home meet the way through but finally San Luis High came out with first honors by annexing 60 1-12 points. Poly took second with 50 1-3 points.

There was a great deal of dope upset in this meet with disappointment and surprise on all sides. The Polytechnic track aggregation did not show up as well as it should or even as it was expected. The season has just started, so we just had our inter-class meet a week before and our Green and Orange under class art experts to show a great deal of improvement before that another meet will be staged here of a different event. The Poly and San Luis High later in the season.

The time and the marks for the different events in this meet were all better than those of our inter-class meet with the exception of the 70-yard high hurdles which was run in 10:6, and discus which was headed 110 feet. The mile, was the most spectacular event of the day. The competition was keen and the time was good considering the fact that the oval is only one-fifth of a mile. This is one reason why the time is slower for all races than it would be. A good number of points. We have bettered our marks in a number of events and compare favorably with others.

Baseball is being stimulated in some southern schools by a group of students who see it is losing its place as a big sport. It has been usurped by the more popular games. Baseball seems to be the sport for the college student due to the acceptance of its college games and the fire that a college game has. Football seems to be the most popular game. It has developed a good track team for Poly. The Seniors annexed a good number of points in the inter-class athletic cup. They must emerge as baseball champions to win the cup now.

Interclass Track Meet
Last Thursday the Seniors walked away with the "interclass and field meet. Although there were no set sectional performances it was run off in grand style. The Seniors collected 62 points, the Sophis put away 41-2 the Frsh rounded up 38, while the Juniors were given 50-1-2. The Junior doppelgangers didn't hit the right mixture for they were left in the rear instead of finishing at the head of the classes as they predicted.

Half was individual high point win and one with Traver a close second. Traver was high point man for the sophis, while Hotchkiss took the honors for the Frsh. Tardif starred for the Juniors while Tardif led the Seniors. The following men made three more points in his meet: Hald 16-1-4. Traver 10. Hotchkiss 8-1-4. Tardif 7.1-4. Davis 7.1-4. Neehans 6-1-2. Laue 5-1-2. Hall 5-1-2. Reynolds 3-1-2. Enos 3-1-2. Louis R. 3. Eaveth 3. Hardman 3. and Helie. Tanne was special event on the program.

In this meet a wealth of good material was found. If the boys will come out and train in their different events for their school, time will develop a good track team for Poly. The Seniors annexed a good number of points in the interclass athletic cup. They must emerge as baseball champions to win the cup now.

Sport Briefs
Since our first meet last Saturday with San Luis and Paso Robles High some of our track aspirants are beginning to realize how very important it is to be in condition and form in order to be able to make a good performance, and practice, practice, is the keynote.

Numuri, the great Finnish runner, must be the super-Iron Man. According to reports from the East, he ran two and one-half miles to warm up before the season ends. It is hoped we Just had our inter-class meet only a week before and our Green and Orange under class art experts to show a great deal of improvement before that another meet will be staged here of a different event. The Poly and San Luis High later in the season.

There was a triple tie for high points won. Poly won, second; Hotchkiss, P., third; White, the Poly weight man, is due to make some records in the high Jump, the pole vault and Traver ought to break some records in the high Jump, the pole vault and Traver ought to